
 

FURTHER CHECKLIST TO USE IN THE COMPLIANCE CONVERSATION WHEN 

CHILDREN ARE TO BE PRESENT OR OTHERWISE INVOLVED IN 

INDEPENDENT TELEVISION COMMISSION  

 

For any specific advice or guidance about this checklist please refer to Editorial Policy or the BBC’s Child 

Protection Policy Manager. 

 

1. Pre-employment checks on production staff / personnel  [BBC may request evidence] 

 

2. All crew and production team who are likely to come into contact with children during the 

production should complete a self-declaration form.   

 

3. Will any crew or production personnel have a supervisory role looking after children/ 

vulnerable adults or be in a position of working alone with a child?  If yes, what is their DBS 

status?  Are they barred from working in any Regulated Activities under the SVGA 2006? 

 

4. How is the BBC’s Child Protection Policy made available to production and crew members 

and are they all familiar with it?  Does the producer know to notify the BBC editorial 

executive and BAM in the event of any child protection issues arising during production?  

 

5. Will any child licensing be required?  If yes, the production team must be fully familiar with 

child working hours.  If no, any envisaged deviation from these should be discussed with your 

BBC commissioning executive.  The BBC’s internal guidance is on gateway and can be shared 

with the independent if helpful to them:  

http://home.gateway.bbc.co.uk/rights/docs/child_hours_chart.pdf 

 

6. Highlight any significant Editorial Policy issues related to children/young people – eg exposure 

to inappropriate language and/or imitative behaviour. 

 

7. Editorial Policy Advice – as usual, referrals to Ed Pol should be made in the first instance 

either by, or with the knowledge of, the BBC Executive Producer.  

 

8. Casting – ensure that applicants know that any proposal to cast children who have relatives 

that work for the BBC must be discussed in advance with the BBC commissioning executive. 

 

9. Asking the children/parents to declare anything that could present  a reputational issue for 

the BBC (eg a conviction or pending court hearing; whether the children are subject to a 

Child Protection Plan/Court Order to Local Authority; a potentially controversial hobby;  a 

potential conflict or perceived conflict of interest; etc.) 

 

10. Consideration of whether any psychological assessments need to be carried out. 

 

11. Contributor consent and Informed Parental Consent (as per Editorial Guidelines). 

 

12. Managing the expectations of the child/parents regarding final inclusion in the show and the 

nature of this inclusion.  Also reminder that Channels repeat Programmes for up to five 

years. 

 

http://home.gateway.bbc.co.uk/rights/docs/child_hours_chart.pdf


 

13. Data protection – NB extra care should be taken to protect data and contact details of 

children. For example, there needs to be a system of restricted access and destroying data 

after use, not including Children’s details on Call Sheets, not giving out production staff’s 

personal contact details to children (use generic email accounts/company phone numbers).  

 

14. Multiplatform - Discuss multiplatform output connected to the production and any issues 

raised.  Establish clear lines of responsibility and sign off for any non-linear output.   

For example, a case of suspected online grooming is a mandatory Editorial Policy referral via 

the BBC executive.  (Julian Coles/Catherine McAllister can provide guidance internally).   

 

15. If the programme includes: COMPETITONS, VOTES, AWARDS, SECRET FILMING; the 

usual compliance and referral procedures apply.  Prizes for children should be appropriate to 

the target audience and modest and not be in cash. 

 

16. Reminder that follow up aftercare conversations should be had post TX where it is deemed 

that the child’s contribution was of a sensitive nature and/ or the child’s situation could 

change as a result of the transmission.  Any issues should be raised with the BBC executive. 

 

17. Reminder to set out in the ‘Editorial compliance considerations’ section of the Ed Spec, 

whether any specific measures are going to be put in place in light of the involvement of 

children/young people. 
 


